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Preface

Twenty representatives from ten C'EDaR-Inemher institutions attended a seminar,

"Edurational Technology: Bright Promise or Dim Future9", in Washington, D.r..

June 1-3, 1 981. The seminar was sponsored hv CEDall's cooperative Sehnol

Improvement (rso program. This volume is a report of that seminarthe papers

presented, the i :sues discussed, Find the rooperative steps the CEDaR-memher

institutions agreed to initiate in edueational teehnology.

During t course of the seminar, partiripants raised several concerns ahout the

current technology movement. First, school Personnel are uncertain about how

and when to use technology to improve instruction even though sehools arc

Purchasing technological hardware Fit an increasing Nte. Second, the

technologiral hardware is heroming more Find more sophistirated hut there are

few high-quality programs availahle which utilize the technology. Third, the

Private, profit makers, R ominant presenee in the teehnologv movement, will

continue o expand their investment in eduention. Industry sneeialists have a

limited understanding of the instructional principles that chntlirl glade the

development of technology-related materials. Fourth, school personnel, Find

perhaps the educational researeh and development rommunity, will he hlamed for

the fart that technology has not made a remarkahle difference in schools or in

students learning.

The institutions oecided that they should come forward to aist school personnel

in making informed derisions Rhout technology and in making the hest

instructional use of teehnologY. Consequently, they resolved to undertake 8

collahorative Drolect And develop for the sehool-hased vommunitv materials

school Personnel can use to guide their purchase of teehnology and its use in

elassroom instruetion.



Introduction

In early June, representatives from the CENR-memher institutions met in Washington,

D.C. to discuss the promises and Pitfalls of educational technology. The two-day

seminar, "Educational Technology: Iiright Promise or Dim Future", wAc sponsored 'Iv

rEnAR's Cooperative Sehool Improvement program, An effort that encourages

collahorative ventures among the institutions riecicrrlerl tO improve educational practice.

Erkicational technology was An Area in which the CEDAR memhers felt they should

consider initiating a cooperative school improvement project.

During, the course of the seion, Part leipants examined technology's hright Promise in

relation to its current use in schools and the state-of-the-art of teehnologv-related

instruction. They discussed the federal government's and C'ongress' slionort of

education& technology And the private, orofitmaking sector's role in teehnology's entry

into schools. Their conelusion: current trends in these Arens preview a dim future for

eduentionW technology, if they Are not ehallenged.

The institutions resolved that the role of research and development organ17ations

committN1 to school improvement is to challenge these trends. ronsequently, they

agreed to develop, cooperatively, tools school personnel can use to face the challenges

And address the prohlems technology's entrance into schook poses for them.

We are indehted to Robert (1. Scanlon, Pennsylvania's Secretary of Education, who in his

opening remarks set the charcre for the meeting rind stimulated the discussion that

followed.

E. Joseph Schneider
Executive Director
Council for Eduentional

Development & Research

August l981
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An Introduction to

"Educational Technology: Bright Promise or Dim Future?"

"Edueational Technologv: Flright Promise or Dim Future". by Marry lln Pitts and

E. Joseph Schneider, provides A n overview of the educational technolocN

movement.

The authors examine schools' current use of teohnolorry, the privnte sector's

activities m the education mnrket and elsewhere, rongTessionnl interest in

educationnl technology, and the federal hurenticrncy's current nne future support

for technolocry-related resenrch nnd development.

The authors enution that the r,ktd community cnn ill nfford tn see technolnoieal

hardware flood schools, have little effect on imoroving education, and he hbelled

n fnilure.

RASIC to the paper is n distinction between educational technolocy and

technological radgetry. Edueational technologY has oblectives hnsed nn researph

in human learning and communication and uses hoth humnn nnd non-human

resources to bring ahout more effective learninc,r. The indiscriminate use of

technologicAl hardware in the clnssroom. without blending the eapability of thr

Rchinec with instructionnl expertise to bring nhoE more f f er tive learninrr,

technologicnl gnrigetrv. The CEDall institutions task, the authors enncludc,

furthering educntionnl technologY to improve sehools.

1



Educational Technology: Bright Promise or Dim Future?

Marcella R. Pitts and E. Joseph Schneider

Council for Educational Development and Research

-\ cynic might suggest that the current educational teehnolory boom is to the 80s

what the curriculum development movement was to the 6(1s. Their advocates

certainly sound much alike. Every positive adjective except "Panacea" is used to

describe the impact technology will make on learning. Panacea isn't used because

frankly not even a commter salesman thinks there's much hope for some schools

and/or some children. Rut that doesn't prevent the hardware manufacturers and

their customers in the superintendent's suite, or their colleagues in the research

community and the Publishing industry, from shouting to each other that they ha(

better get on hoard or this parade will pass them by.

Revond a doubt, education is heirw, bombarded with the virtues of the machine.

The times demand it. An important segment of the general public thinks schools

are lousy and getting worse. The economies of education practically dictate that

we find a way to educate children while lessening the enormous personnel costs

associated with the task. And the gadgets promising to help cut costs exist in

abundance ricrht now, amazing kids and their Parents both with their Amucement

and entertainment cabahility. Obviously, educational technology is more than a

passing rad.

Rut where's the educational research and development community"' Well, one

thing is obvious: the educational research community isn't out in front on this

movement. Educational technology is being driven hv the hardware

manufacturers, the machine salesmen, and their hired courseware developers.
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Our paper, then, is written out of frustration. We worry that the contributions

educational research can make to the educational technology movement are at

hest being iffnored. The snub mierht he tolerahle if it wasn't so painfully obvious

that being ignored frequently means we're being rejeeted. And frankly, the

research community can ill afford to sit hy and watch electronic gadgets invade

the puhlic schools. If the gadgets fail to achieve their purposes, which certainly

seems likely at this stage in their development, then they will soon he stored away

in closets and labeled another "innovative failure." Such failures, we have learned

from our earlier exneriences with curriculum development, tend to haunt the

research community even years later.

so our paper has two purposes. We want to share with the narticipants at the

(Thonerative School Improvement (C'Sn seminar what we see going on in the

educational technology movement. We'll take a look at the schools to see what

use they currently make of the new wizardy. Then we'll wend a few pages

exploring with you the commercial sector's dreams and marketing plans. Recause

we depend on them so much, we'll next visit with our friends in the federal

huremicracv to see how they are spreading. their wealth to further the

movement. No visit with the government would he complete without some

cursory discussion of the visions heing played out in the U.S. rongTess.

enneltOr the miner, then, with two scenerios. The first is negative. It's the

path we're currently charting for ourselves, though. It's also the familiar path;

we've rrnne down it hefore. The other scenerio is optimistic. It foresees a major

role for the rEnall-memher institutions in this rush to introduce gadgets into the

classroom. Unfortunately, this scenerio requires some changes in the way we do

husiness and in the way we relate to the other actors in this drama. Whether or

not we're canahle of realizing the ontimistic scenerto will he the hasis for

discussion at the seminar.

I
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Educational Technology or Educational Gadgets?

Right up front we might just as well grapple with a little controver .v. When we

talk about educational technology, are we simply acknowledging the existence of

just so many nieces of hardware and machinery') Educators have certainly learned

the hard way that even the fanciest machines with the most impressive levers,

huttons, and color-coded dials have an uncanny ahilitv to first hore and eventually

alienate their users. Of course there's more to educational technology than media

and machines. Rut iust how much more is ouestionahle. So before we go on, let's

define technology AS we would like to think it exists. Here's a definition that suits

our Purposes:

Educational technology goes beyond any Particular medium or
device. In this sense, educational technology is more than the sum
of its Darts. It is a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and
evaluating the total Process of learning and teaching in terms of
specific objectives, based upon research in human learning and
communication, and employing a combination of human and non-
human resources to hring about more effective learning (1970
President's ('ommission on Instruction and Technology).

Not had. It certainly reinforces our profession's legitimate involvement in tc

movement. In other words, this definition views educational technology AS a process

rather than merely the apolic=ation of electronic gadgetry to education. And of some

importance, we helieye, the definition emphasizes the necessary interaction between

humans and machines "... to bring ahout more effective learning."

From where we stand, we're going to insist that anything carrying ftp "educational

technology" label live up to the lofty definition .g-iven us by the presidential commission.

And we're going to he Particularly concerned about the activity's ability to demonstrate

that (I) its objectives are based upon research in human learning and communication: (2)

it uses both human and non-human resources; and (3) it hrings about more effective

learning.



If the activity within the educational technology arena isn't of the blue-vein variety

described above, we're going to label it for what it probably is: educational gadgetry

haying no more redeeminr qualities than the fact its products might just entertain or

amuse the user.

For the sake of discussion, we're going to go one step further. Let's just say that

anything that results from educational technology is "good." And anything short of that,

educational gadgetry, in other words, is "had." Every resource used in a clasgrooril shotIld

01 rec't ly or indirectly result in increased achievement among pupils. If it doesn't, the

"resource" becomes a detriment, robbing the student of valuable time and energy needed

for meaningful instruction and learning.

Setwols Slow To Embrace Educational Gadgetry

'Nithout question, educational gadgetry is filtering into schools. Sales of classroom

microcomputers and other audio-visual materials were up in 1980 and the increase is

expected to continue. In fact, the National Audio-Visual Association anticipates an

increase in sales even though federal funding patterns, inflation, and declining

enrollments all wor against long-term industry goals.

(The of the older technologIcal devices currently in use in schools is instructional

television (11'\:). \Poroximatelv 15 million children received a regular portion of their

inctruction from 1TY, according to Fl 1977 National C'enter for Educational Statistics

(NITS) curvev.

rhe use of broadcast and cable television in classrooms will undouhtedlv he affected hv

technological advances in satellite communications and emerging new hardware such as

ider)(11cr5, These advances should increase the range of programs available to schools

and their applientions in the classrooms. Furthermore, television and videodisc are

'Irginnincr to link up with computers.



Neverthele%, education's interest in television as an instructional tool has shifted to

computers, especially microcomputers. Proponents of technology predict a revolution in

computer-based education in the next several years. If so, we'll see more computers and

wider application of them for inst, uetional purposes.

The government's most recent statistics show that about half of the nation's school

districts provide students with access to a microcomputer or at the very least, R

eomputer terminal. That's about 52,000 computers.

When we begin to examine individual school building use, though, NCES tells us that one

out of every four pub ic schools in its sample had at least one microcomputer or

computer. Half of the secondary schools have them compared to only 14 percent of the

elementary schools.

The NCES study also shows that computer availability within school districts is limited.

Students in about three-fourths of the districts with microcomputers have fewer than

five available for their use. And in the majority of districts, only one school has access

to the hardware.

Not surprising, then, instructional use of the computers is restricted. The primary use,

reported by 85 percent of the districts surveyed, is in "computer literacy" courses. Other

instructional applications are "to improve learning in selected subject areas (72 percent)

and "to challenge high achievers" (64 percent). Fewer than half (45 Percent) of the

districts use computers for "remedial and compensatory instruction." This last statistic

is interesting because schools were thought to use their computers for "drill and

practice" application.

The survey suggests that school districts make the most efficient use of their limited

number of computers hv introducing students to the world of electronic gadgets through

literacy courses; applying them in specific subject areas; and using them to motivate and
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reward hright students.

l'he government's surveyors did not gather data on administrative use of computers, An

apohcation which we suspect far outstrips instructional use. An earlier survey did reveal

that administrative uses eominated instructional uses hv a ratio of nearly three to one

(1<orotkin, 19701.

The relatively limited use of computers in schools is A sharp contrast to the predictions

ahnut the revolution in compoter-hased education. The technology revolution, in other

words, has started. But it's moving slowly.

While teehnolorrv's r)otential is attracttve, certainly in the abstrAct, numerous obstacles

exist to prevent it from hecoming an integral part of schooling. These obstacles will not

prevent the increasee use of technological gadgetry, hut they ore substantial roadblocks

to integrating the hardware into aaproaches that solve educational orohlems.

-icol °Wades to School of Teehnologv

The use of technological gar±getrv in education certainly isn't new. Educators have been

adonting new technological devices, media, and systems for the Past 60 years if we listen

to Ralnh Tyler (1 980). Some gaetets, such as the overhead Projector, caurht on quickly

and were widely adopted. Others, such RS teaching machines, have had little impact.

The residue f Torn the prohlems and failures associated with applying technology to

schools over the past 20 years, while not insurmountahle, will undoubtedly have an effect

0'1 the support educators fine for their eurrent enthuasiasm shout the qadgets and their

eanahdities.



Instructional Obstacles to Schools' use of Technologv

The use of technological hardware in instruction is in its infancy. \lore importantly, the

hardware is beginning to outstrip the software and courseware, A nroliferation of

en iiinment is matched only by a dearth of good instructional programs. In fact. some

courseware on the market is literally little more than computerized programmed-

instrurtion texts. ronseotiently, the computer's diagnostic capahility and its full

interactive potential remains underutilized. The computer. in other words, exists as

little more than an expensive toy.

Organizational Obstacles to Schools' Use of Technologv

The lack of extensive adoption of technology in education has heen attributed, at least in

Dart, to fundamental incompatibilities hetween the educational system and most of the

technology intended to perform educational functions (laiehrman, 1979).

Part of the problem lies in trying to implement a new technolomi in a system developed

for an older technology (Chadwick, 1979, Hirshfield, I 98n. That system, the traditional

teaching-learning model, poses Fi challenge for the teehnologist. The model is teacher

and textbook dominated. The teacher, aided by the textbook, is the hasic source and

interpreter of information. In addition, the teacher performs yaricus roles, ineluding

diagnosing students' skills, providing almost ell forms of instruction, managing the

elassroorn, and evaluating the Pupils' learning.

Technology, if adopted widely in schools, promises to change the role of both the teacher

and the textbook. Neither is particularly comfortahle with that notion.

At a purely practical level, the current fiscal crunch Find declining enrollments, which

threaten teachers' jobs, will tilSO limit the application of teehnolocev in schools. Even

then technology will come ftlee to face with the fact "the social and organizational

structure of schools has Proven highly resistant to the replacement of the teacher by a

machine" (Walling et al. 1 981 ).
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Economic Obstacles to Schools' Use of Technologv

Dosoite proponents' arg-uments that the eost of technology is now within the graso of

sehool districts, eduention is undeniahly entering a period of declining fiscal resources.

It is also nn ern of deelining enrollments Find stnhle teaching populations, an inopportune

t!rne to introduce lnhor-saving devices into the clnssroom.

These fnetors will keen technology out of reach of many school districts, especially those

in lower-income Areas. Without subsidies or externol support, schools simply won't he

Ole to afford the new gadgets.

Marketplaee Guides Private Enterpr

nespite what we !Tiny think of their utility for instruction, the private sector has done an

impressive ioh of developing educational harrhvare and courseware. Some of the larger

producers have mnde maior commitments in educntion. Control Data, for example, has

invested $750 million since 1962 in the design and Production of computer-based

instruction (New York Times, April 26, 1981). It's not A "get-rich-quick" enterprise,

though. Only now does Control Data expect to hegin making a Pr Ofit f rom its long-term

investment in PLATO. Other producers, like Atari and Tandi Corporation, are relotive

neweomers. ln fnet, not one of the !eading microcomputer Producers had any

instructional oroducts in the 1960s; why some of the compnnies did not even exist then.

Neverthele, companies such as these Find others involved in various aspects of

informntion teehnology, including Xerox, 1RM, RCA, Texas Instruments, and even Exxon,

Are hy many predictions destined to hecome the corporate giants of the future (Molitor,

1981).

Given the time and resources invested in hardware and courseware development, the

nrivnte seetor noturally seeks a mEm market for its products. Elementnry and secondary

education simply isn't that kind of market. And the marketing strategies of the large

componies demonstrote that fact. Although mnnv have an investment in the education

market, it is modest compored to their efforts in the industrial and home markets.
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Systems such as PLATO and TICCIT, for example, sell well in industry and the military.

Microcomputers, on the other hand, have gone over well in the home market (volitor,

198n.

The private sector, neverthele, undoubtedly will continue and Possihly expand its

investment in education. Following a long period of wait and see, for example, mamor

educational puhlishers are investing in the development of courseware for computers and

microcomputers. Scott Foresman, Houghton Mifflin, Science Research Associates,

Random House, and Macmillan are all developing and marketing materials.

In addition, the publishers are hecrinning to combine their efforts with the mirrocomouter

Producers. Random House, for example, was recently named the authorized education

market distributor of Radio Shack's TRS-80 computer products for classroom .ise. Scott

Fores an is selling products for Texas Instruments and SRA is selling Atari products

(Educational Technology, March, 19811.

These partnerships meet the needs of both the producers and the nuhlishers. Thev suit

the computer makers because they do not have the expertise tn deal with the snecial

needs of the school market. The publishers have the expertise, hut they had virtually

withdrawn from the field prior to the microcomputer revolution. Consenuently, they

have nothing to offer schools clamoring for microcomputer hardware and courseware.

There is a growing concern, however, that the industry is guided only by the

marketplace. Profit-making corporations, naturally, respond to Private markets "in order

of their comparative Profitability, regardless of their relative social consequences"

(Walling et al., 1980.

Federal Government Takes a Back Seat

Over the years several expert Panels have made strong and specific recommendations for

government sunoort find coordination of educational technology. Since technology is
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moving rapidly, some ohservers iirgc federal policy makers to climt, on hoard the

technology train now or he run over hv it. Unfortunately, it appears that the federal

sector !nay have heen left standing at the station. rurrently, the federal Er, overnment

finds itself in the uncomfortable position of trying to integrate itself into something

Already happening under the auspices o the private sector.

Depfirtment of Education

The majority of the Department of F.ducation's (DoEM technology funding supports

telecommunications projects. Other Areas Are catching up, though. In FY SO the

department spent $40 million to support various technology efforts, ineluding $19 million

in telecommunications projects; $1S million on proiects involving computers, calculators,

nnd videodiscs; $F, million on Projects using teaching maehines; And $1 million on

videotape projects.

Of the money spent supporting computer-related projects in FY 80, $11 million funded

projects focusing on mainframe computers related to higher education. Another $2.5

million supported projects utilizing microeomputers and shout $200,000 funded mini-

comPuter projects.

Tho dollnr signs don't tell the technology story, however. Impressive Amounts of money

were spent to purchase fancy gadgets, hut only Ft minimal amount went to develop either

eourseware or hardware.

That is, the government's IRrgest investment in technology is actually formula grant

dollars awarded to school districts through Title IV-B. Districts cRn use these funds to

nurehase mierocomrniters FIS well Rs library and instructional materials. The lihrary and

gadget manufacturers maintain sizeAMe Washington lobhvs to ensure that these funds

continue to flow for this purpose.

The government's less-truan-impressive investment in the future hasn't gone unnoticed,
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though. For example, Ernest Rover, while commissioner of Education, apoointed A task

force to advise him About education and technolog-v. He accepted the recommendations,

whieh would have resulted in a boon to instructional television had he staved arouno to

implement them. Alas, he didn't.

The technoloTy initiative was revived, through, hv Shirlev Hufstedler, DoED's first

Secretary. She put her own task force together. Alas, she, too, departed hefore any of

its recommendations could he put into place.

Now we're up to Ted Bell, Hufstedler's replacement. He, too, has some ideas ahout the

potentifil of educational technology. And he, too, has a task force looking at the issue.

Many of lien's task force memhers Are veterans of earlier duty. In fnct, so many of them

served in A similar capacity earlier in their eFireers that we might wonder what new ideas

they'll hring forward.

Old hands predict that FlelPs task force will reeommend n small departmental initiative

in erhicational technology. Money is tight, you realize. (liven the modest numher of

dollars it's willing to expend, the initiative will tend to he modest also. In fact, insiders

predict that it will he nothing more grand than A few oroiects addressing severRI Dressing

needs. These prohahly will include the neer for high-quality eourseware; the need to

Provide school districts with marketing and evaluation information to use as they

consider technological devices; the need to demonstrate the eost-effeetivenes of

technology for some educational activities; and the need to educate teachers to use the

new technologies. The initiative, which will he lucky to get off the ground in a year, will

undouhtedlv support a few demonstration Projects, p small diemination effort, and

some modest technical a&sistance programs.

National Science Foundmtion

The National Science Foundation's Education Directorate has heen responsiNe for much

of the feclerAlly sponsored research in technology as it relates to education, especially

science education.
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The Reagan administration, though, has proposed drastic. cuts in the Foundation,

part ieularly acros.s its Seienee Education Directorate. The administration proposes

phasing out the Directorate's eontract and grant work in FY 82. The phase out will mean

the elimination of prograrnc, that for years have fur-vied the development of computer

eourseware, software, films and video modules,

National Institute of Edueation

\lueh of the National Institute of Education's support for technology research is through

a pint program it sponsors with the National Science Foundation. This one-year-old

omgram funds research on WRVS to improve mathematics instruction through technologY,

especially microcomputers. It currently supports nine projects. The joint program is

funded at $750,000 and the same level of support has heen requested for FY 82. The

federal nroject offieers envision their program supporting the development of several

sreti11-,4cale Prototype programs this year Rnd R smaller numher of larger projeets in FY

82.

rhe Institute's support of teehnology-related researeh and development totaled

ar)nroxirnately $3.6 million in FY 80. Of this, $1.9 million supported telecommunication

Proieets. The largest was the Appalachian romrnunitv Service Network at $1.7 million.

The Institute also awarded half a million dollars to the Alaskan Educational

Telecommunication projeet.

In addition, NIE invested about $850,000 in computer-related projects, of whieh half a

million was used to help maintain the ERIC system's compirter data hases.

Funding for miero-eomputer work totaled $760,000. Of this, about $200,000 supported

the Northwest Regional Edueational Laboratory's rormiter Technology MicroSIFT

Clearinghouse. The Institute also awarded $130,000 both to Advanced Learning

Terhrio1o7, Wnrwlcide, ("W., And San Francisco State University to develon

mierocomptiter software and courseware in math.
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Finally, NIF spent $90,000 on research and development related to the use of hand-held

calculators. CEMREL of St. Louis received ahout $40,000 of the Dot to exneriment with

calculator use in their major math effort. Another $50,000 went to Ohio State

University to develop a calculator information center.

Overall, NIE's investment in technology has heen modest: future involvement given the

agency's funding hlahs, will he even less impreive.

Department of Defense

The one agency relatively immune from budget cuts is the Department of Defense. Its

investment in research and development in educational technology dwarves other

agencies. For example, it currenti; spends $10 billion a year developing training crmrscs

for its personnel. Much of this is dependent on technology. The department has adopted

technology to cope with high personnel turnover, to cut high personnel costs associated

with training, and to provide the kind of training needed for its increasingly sophisticated

weapons systems.

Most of the technology-related r&d sunoorted hv the military is directed toward

developing a technology base for designing alternative, cost effective instructional

delivery systems. The r&d focuses to a great extent on reducing training time through

technioues that permit instruction to he individualized to a wide range of student

aotitudes; reducing the demand for the involvement of personnel in the design,

development, and operation of instructional systems through comPuter support: and

providing realistic experiences bY a variety of means, including computer-based systems

and television.

Congress All But ignores Educational Technology

The House of Representatives has expressed an interest in educational technology

for some time. Over the years it has created commissions to study the field,
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mandated a initior study, and held numerous hearings on science and information

technology, the role of computers, and technology's applications to education, But

as of vet, no congressional mandate has emerged that hrings focus to the

initiatives at the federal level.

The most recent eongressional attempt to develop a more cohesive federal posture

in teehnology is the Information Policy Science and Technology Act of 1981 BIR

11171 introduced hv (ieorge Brown (1)-ralif.) this Past April.

corwressman Brown, former chairman of the !louse Suhcommittee on Science,

Research and Teehnology, has long demonstrated an interest in information

technology and its implieations for education.

Brown's current hull proposes to create an Institute for Information Policy Find

Research to address national policy issues in the technology area. TThe Institute

would: fl Provide q forum in which industry, government, commerce, and

education ran formulate national information policy recommendations; an

provide a meehanism for planning and coordinating federal rNd in science and

information technology.

The Institute would also develop channels for federal agencies to communicate

with one another &lout their technology initiatives, coordinate federal research

and development in this area, and develop more efficient processes for

disseminating and utilizing scientific and technical information.

During its authorized 10-Year lifetime, the Institute could conduct studies and

make reeornmendations in several areas. These include the impact of regulatory,

patent, and copyright policies on technological development; the role and

acceptance of technology in schools, husineses, and the home; and the potential

impact of technology on the work form's training needs. Studies supported by the

Institute would range from an examination of international efforts in science and
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information technology to an assessment of how the federal governrnent could use

technology to improve its administrative effectiveness and Productivity.

fhe Institute would be operated under the supervision and policy control of a 1 5-

memher National Information Science and Technology Roard appointed hy the

President and run hv a special assistant for science and information technology,

Also A presidential appointment. The authorized aporooriation level for the

Institute, $6 million in FY 83, would increase to $8 million in the following fiscal

veer, and $10 million in FY 85.

Prown's hill has been referred to the Committee of Science rind Technology,

chaired by Don Fuqua (D-Fla.). Hearings are expected in June or later. Rut even

if this bill is reported out or com mi tt ee, it still has a long road ahead of it before

it becomes 1RW.

Replacing Gadgetry with Technology

In our introduction, we timed that educational technolo is "good" because it

involves man and machine working in concert to RDII1V ValiriRted tioriM science

research results to a learning situation. On the other hand, we threw R black hat

on technological gadgetry. To our way of thinkina, the schools can ill afford to

ourchase, let alone incorporate into the classroom, any Ps*Rdet or process that

doesn't have R significant payoff in terms of increesed student echievement.

We went from our introducticc into an admittedly cepksulized description of whet's

going on now in the technology movement. We looked R1 i1 from several vantage

points.

For examPle, we found that the midgets ere workinc_ their WRV into the schools.

Trouble is, we also learned that the fancy hardware isn't reellv havinq much to rin

with the schools' instructional program. And when it does, the gadzets are being
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used for drill and practine or as a learning tool to make children computer

tera te.

lie looked next at the private sector. And we learned, to nobody's surprise, that

the profit-inakincr companies are concerned about Profits. Right now, industry and

the home-entertninment markets are the [Iron tahle outlets for the electronic

gadgetry. Schools do offer the hardware manufacturers a market for their

Products. But schools are fairly autonomous and their needs vary from district to

district. consequently, the manufacturers have a difficult time putting together a

marketing scheme that will give superintendents the choice they exnect at a Price

they can afford while also ensuring a suitable profit for the company's

stockholders.

Other problems hound the technology movement. For example, SRI recently did a

study and found that the new gadgets may have a negative impact on schools.

Reasons SRI eite include the fact the hardware is designed for entertainment and

communication purposes and thus little attention has been paid to determining its

actual educational value. Second, the quality and effects of the courseware are

extremely varied Rnd largely unknown. Furthermore, the mrchase is frequently

based on cost and only simple notions of educational needs. Third, the hardware is

peddled based on the customers' ability to OW/ rather than their actual needs.

Fnurth, the market is dominated now lw industry specialists with little knowledge

of the educational system.

A big prohlern facing the hardware developers, of course, is the quality of the

courseware. Recently, the hardware Producers and the texthook publishers have

come to the realization that they can benefit each other. Whether or not the

match-up benefits schools remains to he seen. But it does seem to us somewhat

likely that the hardware manufacturers will simply program standard texts onto

machines and in the proces do little to improve the instrirtional offering.

The nepartrnent of Education, meanwhile, has all hut chosen to sit out the
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technology movement. The little hit of money it does have to spend is spread

widely among lihraries, colleges, and the public media. Research dollars used to

flow regularly from the Science Education Directorate of the National Science

Foundation. Rut beginning next year that rlaw will likely end,

The Department of Defense has money to spend on educational technology,

though. Lots of money. In fact, Lhe defense agency is cincerned about the ahihtv

of the educational research community to spend its funds quickly or wisely

enough. The military interests, of course, are not always seen as heing compatiNe

with educational interests. Rut they could he. The military needs to train its

volunteers. Much of this training comes down to the basics: teaching 17 and 18-

year men and women to read, write, and Perform simple arithmetic problems.

Those objectives certainly Parallel the educational ohicctiyes of every school

system in this country.

Regardles of which federal agency we consider, nearly all the research dollars In

the educational teehnologv field flow from Washington. Although the n_ow may

appear to he insufficient, suffieient dollars are nvailahle to enable qualified

researchers to advance the state of the art, to improve the courseware, and to

assist schools in the difficult task of implementing the hardware in classrooms.

Trouhle is, the field isn't about to wait for the r 5 d community to eome forward

with prototype courseware, research on the impact of machine use, or evidence of

the effectiveness of one gadget over another. Frankly, the hardware

manufacturers are way ahead of the research community. Consequently, they R N'

not apt to slow down and wait for us.

So, playing or.' the negative scenerio, we sunest that the future for educational

technology appears fairly dismal, particularly if student gehievernent is A concern.

o The hardware is ready to 2: o . Although developed for R non-

school market, most of the 0.:ridg'ets erin he viewed AS having
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some edueational Purposes.

o 'Much of the coursewnre to At'coldroinv the hardware is

iintested mrid probably of little increased value to the

elalsroom teacher or the pupilg. Additional courseware will he

develooed hv the manufacturer or its hired academie authors

to be compatihle with the hardwore rather thon to reflect

A dviances made in our understanding of the teaching-learning

orocess.

o The federal government will continue to support a modest

research effort relating to technologY. However, the effort

will he SO insignificant (i.e., non-orogrammatic) that it will

have little impact on the hardware manufacturers, the

courseware developers, and the Mooting schools.

congress has never generated much interest in technology and

this situatim isn't ahout to change.

o The CEDaR-mernher institutions could perform a useful role

given the above-described scenerio. That is, school districts

will still seek outside guidance as they begin purchasing, and

using the electronic gadgetry. Some agencies or institutions

will be asked, probably in the one-shot inservice workshop

format, to help train teachers to use the new equipment in

their instructional program. Other institutions will bc able to

conduct federally initiated small research projeets won in

competition. But overall, the impact of the member

institutions' expertise will be negligihle.

Fuentually the general puhlic will realize that technology has

made little difference in either the productivity of schools or

the Quality of their instructional programs. And public

education will suffer still another series of chasLisements. The

research community won't escape without its share of the

blame either.
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The negative seenerio aPaumes status quo from the federal government, the U.S.

Congress, the school community, the hardware and eouiseware developers, and the

research community. A char in attitude on the part of one or more of these

grows might he sufficient to alter the script.

A change in attitude isn't likely from either the Congress or the current

administratim. Roth appear intent en reducing the federal government's

involvement in local and state educational issues. The schools themselves are not

likely to have either the time nor the inelination to exert some leadershin for

change. The hsrdware and the accompanying promises it brings lust has too much

to offer a heleavred school official.

For ail k nds of logical reasons, neither the manufacturers nor their colleagues in

the courseware development business have much incentive to alter the technology

movement.

And that leaves the research community. That leaves us. The only way we see tn

develop an optimistic scenerio is for the CEDaR-mernher institutions to come

fr..ward and raise an alarm About the technology movement.

The membership has the skills to work with the manufacturers to develop

validated irztructional courseware. The member imtitutions know how to work

with schools to ensure that the technology they purchase first addresses their

individual needs and second does something about them.

The money to assume this leadership exists in the Pentagon, in the massive funds

being awarded to contractors interested in helping the military improve its

training programs with new tc.chnology.
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A po itive scenerio, in other words, would have these components:

o rEnali-member institutions, huilding on their history of

succewes as well as failures in the curriculum development

movement, have more to offer the field than any comparahle

set of institutions in existence.

The membership knows how to develop courseware that's

compatible with the hardware; as important, the CEDaR-

member institutions know how to make those course offerings

improve instruction and consequently performance in the

classroom.

o The membership knows schools; the memher institutions know

schools' limitations as well as their potential. Consequently,

the CEilaR institutions have much they can offer both the

nation's schools and the hardware industry.

The membership has the talent necessary to ensure that the

technology movement is undergirded by a sound research

foundatim. It also has a strong track record which should hell)

ensure its hetter researchers adequate funds from the Defense

Department for technology-related inquiry.

o The CEDaR-mernher institutions know the husiness of

programmatic r & d better than most. Consequently, they

understand the interaction that must occur among the

hardware manufacturers, the courseware developers, the

schools, and the tectinical-assistance providers. This insight,

we helieve, will he absolutely necessary if the negative

scenerio painted above is to be stooped.

PnrticinRtine in this rs1 seminar is hut a first sten. Others, honefully, will hp

spelled out before its conclusion.
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An Introduction to
"Instructional Principles for Computer-Based Learninr

In his paper, Instruetional Principles for Computer-hased Learning", Alen Lew Id

reviews what the r6rd community Mready knows About instruction and can anolv to

the technology arena as well as what it does not vet know and, consequently,

needs to research.

Lesgold, a research amociate at the Learning Reseerch and Development renter,

University of Pittsburgh, focuses his discussion on one kind of technology

computers. He conveys the picture of a new instruction& medium that is hoth

powerful and affordable. Further, the comouter is a medium to which the r&O

cornnmunitv can apply basic instructional principles derived from education and

psychology in the development of comouter-hased learning environments. Ile

reviews these in the paper and suggests ways to apply the principles to computer-

based instruction.

The computer also challenges the instruction& community to build unon its own

base of expertise As it seeks to harness the computer's Dower for instruction. The

author explores many of the problems in developing high-nualitv computer-based

learning environments. The research questions surrounding these prohlem Areas

Provide a future reird agenda for the CENR-member institutionsen acrende

Lesgold cautions, must he bAsed on an understending of current Pomputer

technology and the issues that drive it.



Instructional Principles for Computer--Based Learning

Alan M. Lesgold
Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburiel

In the last thirty years, we have seen the rapid development of R new technology

that is completely reshaping the structure of our societytechnology of

automated information processing. Any such sweeping change is inherently

destahilizing and iconoclastic. This is certainly the case with the computer

revolution. Having the potential for solving suhstantial societal prohlems, the

computer tends to he seen as hoth panacea to those troubled hy these prohlems

and enemy to those with sRcerdotal functions based upon them. An enlightened

priesthood such as our own will appropriately have mixed feelings shout the

innovations being offered from the outside. In this presentation, I would like to

examine the current state of computer contributions to educational technology

and to discuss the tools we have gained from outside our own field Rnd the major

tasks that remain for us to perform.

The Contributions from Outside of Education

I will begin by outlining some of the contributions that I think have come from

outside of the psychological and educational research community.

Far the most part, the contrihutions of the computer research and technology

community to instruction have heen to provide powerful hardware and to engineer

solutions to problems that instructional developers have posed in the past. There

has gradually developed A range of machines that are powerful enough to

undertake serious educational tasks. Further, the cost of these devices has been

plunging. Certain computer components now cost only one-eighth of what they

did two years ago. At many levels, the impossible is being made possible faster

than we can keen track of the change.

24 34;
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Since they Fire the or CAUCerS of such change, many computer professionals have

felt a strong ohligation to explore the implications of new technology for doing

what has heretofore heen called impossihle. In the case of education, this has

resulted in the phenomenon that seemed under attack in the discussion miner for

this seminar, that of COrtlouler seientists taking over the design of instructional

technology. My reaction Ls quite different. The computer world is doing what it

is ohligated to do. It is making every effort to pound into our heads the full

implications of technology changes and to develop new technologies, such as

rohoties, for which no established expertise exists. What we have to do is to

critically evaluate what computer People have done and to build on their work

using our own base of expertise. We can only do this if we are childlike enough to

he amazed every now and then bY the newest accomplishments and to explore

playfully what uses we can make of them. At the same time, we must he

orofessional enough to help society untangle which aspects of the impossible have

heen Attained and which are only potentially attainahle.

A third force in this situation is perhaps less helpful. This is the individual

entrepreneurs trvinq to capture a piece of the school equipment market hy quickly

dashing off computer-hased drill programs and games without understanding how

these items can seriously improve instruction. It is quite possible for anyone with

a desire to huy a personal computer instead of a color TV to become an

instructional software developer and even to huild software that improves

instruction for some of the children some of the time. This third force is the

largest in terms of i ts influenee on schools. The microcomputer software used by

school systems today consists largely of programs and instructional materials

written hv amateurs, much of which is of poor quality.

As centrally supported research centers, I think we need to stay away from most

of this small scale market, even at the risk of missing the real educational

hrenkthrough that in principle could occur in someone's garage. Rather, I think we

need to attempt to understand the major new forces at our disposal and to

examine their potential in light of the basic principles of learning that drive our

field. We need to invest serious individual effort in analyzing the power and

limitations of new hardware and software resources, and this analysis needs to he
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kept up to date. We should, I argue, get educated and re-educated regularly in

what levels of technology are now feasible. We then need to consider those new

resources in terms of basic learning principles, to which I now turn.

Learning from Basic Learning Prirteipi

Implicit in my next remarks are several principles that I Will first state explicitly:

o An instructional psychology of errors in performance needs to he

further developed in order to exploit the ability of the computer

to respond immediately to the quality of performance of the

child.

o Such a theory, combined with behavioral principles of positive

reinforcement of correct performance, should guide the

interaction between man and machine.

o Reinforcements should not just be formal statements of good and

bad. Rather, they should make the general act of learning and

the correct performance of cognitive skills truly a pleasant and

desired experience for the student.

o A deeper cognitive psychology of subject matter skills must

continue to develop and must inform the design of computer-

based learning systems.

o Practice in newly acquired cognitive skills is important it is

perhaps in this area that schools are least able to provide human

resources with the potential of the computer. We should not

belittle drill and practice as such, rather we should make it work

well and know when it is needed.

Let me begin my discussion of these points by considering what we learned from

behavioral theorists. It is fashionable these dAys to play down the importance of

the behavioral principles that once drove our field. After all, we did not live

3
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h'npily ever after. Also, we have come to realize that our instruetional goals are

no, generally behavioral goals that we can specify clearly and completely.

Further, the recent exciting action in hasic psychological research has been on the

cognitive front. Nonetheless, I think there are important principles that need to

he saved or modifie0 fro!, the behavioral work of the oast.

The first of these principles is the orineiple of reinforcement. As behaviorists, we

found the principle of reinforcement very straightforward. Whenever the student

made a correct response, we provided a formal reinforcement. If we were using a

teaching machine, it said "Good work!" or something else equally ineffectual. The

prinriple was important for two reason. First, students need to be motivated to

engage in learning exercises, and second, they need to have guidance about which

of their performances are correct.

The problems are also two: first, fermal reinforeement is not necessarily

motivating for many students, R !Id second, the mapping of behaviors onto

underlying cognitive Performance canahilities is not simple. Rut these are

problems for us to try to solve. Nothing we have seen so far suggests that the

hnsic principle of reinforcement was wrong. It remains FIS a goal for designing

computer-hased instructional systems. Such systems must help the student

evaluate his performance n d they must motivate him to continue learning.

A human teacher can, in many eases, make quick decisions about what the student

needs to he taught to resolve his current misunderstandings. Unfortunately, few

teachers have small enough classes and quick enough classes and quick enough

analysis skills to he perfect tutors or drillmasters. They cannot intervene

immediately whenever any child in the class displays evidence of fundamental

misunderstanding, nor can they immediately reinforce those first few tentative

resoonses a child makes when she finally understands a concept. At best, the

workbooks of children can he taken home at night and can form the basis for

somewhat individualized feedback and assignments the next day. We are now at

the point, though, when a computer system might he able to provide realtime

analysis and feedback. I envision intelligent computer systems which could
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continually monitor children's practice of >Eisic skills and could intervene with

feedhack and conceptually driven instruction whenever fundomentol

misunderstondings were detected.

Audrey Champagne, Lauren Resnick, and I are starting to use A microcomputer to

provide this sort of immediate intervention in arithmetic computation practiee.

Basically, whenever a child makes computotional errors, the computer will offer

him an alternative environment in which his numerical cornrxitations are manned

onto computer displays of Deines hlocks. The child will he ahle to manipulate this

environment in a manner that allows him to see hoth the blockworld and the

numerical world results of specific com, itationol actions. We make this

instructional intervention extremely conerete hy ollowing children to doon the

graphics terminalhlock movements, exchanges, numerical Acts like crossing out

numbers and replacing them, etc., just as they would with reol hlocks and peneil

and paper. We hone that this system will he one of many that recognize Find

immediately respond to the child's need for specific informative feedhock and

instruction during the course of performing reading and arithmetic skills.

It is important to note that the Champagne ond Resnick system is not just the

opplication of new technology to an existine_r, approach. Rather it is hosed upon

detailed annlysis and empirical exploration of the knowledge and performance

capahilities that underlie arithmetic computation skin. The hlockworld

demonstrotions are not chosen by any naive rotionol approoch hut rather ore the

result of a rich and dee() theory of the semantics of orithmetic on which Resniek

and Jim Green° have been working for several yenrs.

Most of the instructional software currently FivoiloNe foils short of meeting the

need for immediotely useful feedbock in several WRVS. Essentiollv, it tnkes the

behavioral technology of teaching machines and implements it more cheaply on

microcomputers. Thus, the reinforcers for correct Derformonce ore hetter, hut

neither the sequencing of instruction nor the onolysis of error potterns is nny

better thon in the mochines developed by Skinner a rzenerntion Ago. Further, there

remain serious problems of man-machine interaction whieh I will discuss in a few
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moments.

The extisting instructional software often makes use of very creative reinforcers

that use improved graphics resources and color TV monitors. One very real

Problem is that the response to errors is sometimes fancier then that to correct

performance. Consider the arithmetic work I just described. If making mistakes

in subtraction will produce neat graphics displays while correct responses produce

only more problems to solve, we can predict what will happen. Consequently, we

are searching for artful ways to make successful oerformance gain just as much

anparent attention from the computer and just RS flashy R response.

1lost of my attention thus far has been directed toward instruction that removes

conceptual deficiencies and that develops accurate nerformance capabilities in

cognitive skills. Once a skill is acquired, it needs to be practiced and refined.

New skills build mon extisting ones, and this is not possible when existing skills

are inefficient, weak, and demanding of too much conscious processing capacity.

e need to hetter understand the kinds of practice that makes a skill efficient,

strong, and automatic.

In the area of reading, for example, Charles Perfetti and I have spent some time

exploring the role of word recognition efficiency in the development of higher

level reading comprehension skills. While we have presented an informal theory of

the effects of word processing slowness on comprehension, much more work is

needed in this area. Nonetheless, it is already clear that progress throtgh the

early years of the reading curriculum is most successful in those children who

develop speedy woed recognition.

What remains to be understood is the extent to which children who are slow in the

word processing aspects of reading can make up for it hy developing richer

comprehension-level skills. That is, we need to ask when and how practice makes

perfect. Like sports coaches, we need to know when to give conceptual advice

and when to demand intellectual wind sprints. I believe the key to answering this
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question lies in taking a more rigorou.., approach to cognitive theory

development. Fortunately, this is starting to happen. Much of the new work is

heavily dependent ivon a rich understanding of earlier work in suhject matter

instruction and in cognitive Psychology.

Problem for Cornooter-Bosed Learning

Having introduced several principles which I helieve should guide the development

of computer-based instruction, I now wish to look in detail at several aspects of

computer usage in education and to comment on roles educational research and

development facilities can play for each. The order in which I discuss these

aspects is somewhat arbitrary.

I first turn to issues of human factors, the interaction of students, often young

children, with computers. That is, in my opinion, the most serious area that I will

address, at least from a practical standpoint.

Types of computers schools seem to be buying are those that take some advantage

of the plunging costs of computer power, namely those that have made the same

computer that used to cost tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars into a $1,500

to $2,500 item. Such systems have moderate memory, hecause we have learned to

make memory cheap. They also have relatively standard 8-hit microprocessors

and simple display controllersall items that are old standards that have heen

miniaturized and put on a chip. If you look at current CAI programs sold in hobby

stores and they remind you of work in the 1960s, don't be surprisedthey are made

for a smaller and much cheaper variant of the hardware and software systems of

that era.

The problem is that such systems are very hard to talk to. The only input is a

keyboard, and most children cannot type. The output is either low-grade printed

30
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text or a relatively coarse-grained video disola7. As I will discuss in a moment,

the language conventions the user must follow to start a program or to write his

own R r e complex, awkward, and not generative of useful attitudes about how to

use computers. We, the more economically privileged educational researchers,

have an obligation to study which aspects of the interface hetween person and

machine need improvement and to evaluate improvements that are offered.

numher of improvements R re on the way, and some R r e cheap enough that

schools may be willing to buy them. These include devices for selecting a point on

the display screen (touch-sensitive screens), voice output capabilities, graphics

software Rnd hardware, better programming languages, ete. Here we need to do

research to evaluate the instructional value of these improvements.

A case in point is voice output. Voice output is now very cheap in some of its

versions Rod at least reasonable in others. However, this economy is achieved at a

cost of some loss of complete fidelity to human speech patterns. Roth digitized

and phonetically coded speech have limitations. Digitized speech is still costly

enough that it is unlikely that systems introduced in the near future will offer

eorrect intonational eontours for senten,..,es. Phonetieally-coded synthesized

speech affords the opoortunity for cheaper realization of intonational contours

within and between words, but the basic phonemes are not perfect. The question

we need to Address is whether this matters, and if so, to whom.

There is some evidence that Young children who have trouble learning to read also

are leRs capable in auditory discrimination tasks. Are such children more

dependent on intonational contours for contextual cues in listening to spoken

languages" We ought to find out. We also ought to try to discover which voice

output capabilities are most usable by children with partial hearing impediments.

It would be a shame if our talking systems were selectively biased against those

who have trouble reading, and it would be relatively simple to find out the extent

to whieh such problem exists.

Work is also needed on graphics and their uses. The study of graph efficiency Fmd

readability has never attracted a force of talented researchers sufficient to the

j,)
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size of the prohlern. With the addition of animation, color, and flashing word

capabilities, the problem of knowing how to use graphics becomes more severe.

At another level, though, it becomes more solvahle. Display terminals are good

research tools, allowing detailed measurements ca - . speed at which students

respond and the accuracy of their performance when di herent types of displays

are used. Thus, it should be possible to design principled studies of graphics

effectiveness. Again, we want to make sure that we know which children can hest

he served by sperific approaches and specific hardware. Roth the faster and the

slower learner need to he served, hut it may he useful to know which is most likely

to learn hetter or learn more as a result of a specific technological intervention.

Computer Literacy, Aesthetics and Integrity

Another issue I would like to address is that of the kinds of computer programming

environments used hv instructional system developers and also those made

available to students. While I mean more than just the programming language

being used, it is easier to restrict my hrief remarks today to issues of language.

We are told, hv a number of the leer sages of computer-hased instrurtion, that

BASIC is the standard larTuage for CAI systems and also that it is the language

that children should he taught. The reason give-n is that it is the standard

language for home computers to lay, and these are the computers that schools

have bought. I urge you strongly to question this point of view.

Computer languages evolve Dar t lv hv accident and partly because of )orarv

market factors. In fact, if you take into account the industrial use of

microprocessors, the tide is turning fast away from BASIC, toward LOGO,

PASCAL, C., LISP and similar languages. The reason is that these newer languages

more directly convey central concepts of computer literacy, resulting in programs

that are more accurate and more easily understood hy others. BASIC itself gained

recognition because it was hetter than its predeceors at focusing the

programmer's attention on the flow of control in his program. However, it fails to

make the structure of complex computatim clear enough and places A heavy and

unneceary processing load on the Programmer.
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Acccording to one of the best writers on programming style, Edsger Dijkstra, a

good programming language should encourage the building of programs from

compact routines, each of which is so small that it correctness is self-evident.

Also, from my point of view, there should be no artificial syntactic barriers

between commands (or procedure calls) designed by the programmer and

commands built into the system. Indeed, I hypothesize that the hest inst-uctional

environments on commters may present a common command structure to CAI

Programmers and developers, to CAI system student-users, and to students who

happen to want to write their own systems instead of executing the developer's.

These are hypotheses, but reasonahle ones. Certkinly we instructional researchers

need to he involved in testing their adequacy and, if appropriate, urging their

adoptico. You may think that the languages used by courseware developers will

have no effect on the students who use their products, but I think they do.

Languages impose tremendously on the natl. e of thinking and of the design

process. Papert makes this point strongly in his book Mindstorms, but we s

around us. For example, a local institution in Pittsburgh is offering o Amming

courses to children. The first is called "Introduction to Computing" and teaches

the syntax BASIC and some simple programming techniques. A later course is

called "Debugging." The unfortunate choice of computer language imposes such a

memal load on the children that they cannot design working programs very

readily. They neff: to spend considerable time learning how to find the errors that

are because of the overly cumbersome style BASIC forces them to use in

designing their programs.

Compare that sort of introduction to the computer to the introduction a child

receives if he starts in a LOGO environment and is able to huild sophisticated

programs that he understands the very first day. Not only the child but also the

initructional developer can benefit from programming environments that

encourage clean design and straight forward function. Too much of the argument

against computer-based instruction is made by people who experienced the clumsy

syntax and massive ciekagging effort required by BASIC and similar languages.
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Instructional researchers should be central to efforts to provide computer literacy

training in the schools. But, we have to learn enough about computers and about

the software design process to be involve knowledgeahlv. That will take time,

but it's time that some of us will have to invest if we don't want to yield this

domain to engineers whose knowledge of instruction is hounded hv common sense

and some reading about hehavicral objectives. The price of not being left out of

the computer literacy boom is taking the time to go beyond corner newsstand

hooks on BASIC to serious exercise of our scholarly skills and serious study of the

current issues of language design and man-machine interaction that occupy the

minds of our best computer scientists today.*

Motivation

If you didn't bite on that one, let me pose an entirely different role for

educational developers and researchers in the design of computer-based

instruction. This is the analysis and specification of motivating devices. It WRS

suggested in the discuson paper that all technologies have A temporary ahilitv to

attract students' attenticri hut this soon fades. The computer field has been aNe,

in certain areas, to encourage involvement that goes hevond the point of initial

novelty. Computer games are extremely addictive, and there are many

instructional designers who feel that computer based instruction should he

presented in the context of such games.

I feel that social psychologists, motivation researchers, and instructional

developers have a major responsi')ility here. The best work of the computer

industry on motivation has tended to conclude that fantasy games R re the most

motivating." Most of those currently in existence are games of violence, in

* A similar issue arises at the level of operating systems. While systems derived
from UNIX (a Bell Laboratories trademark) are starting to appear, the earlier and
cheaper microcomputer operating systems are also unnecessarily clumsy and
inconsistent in design.

" The work was done hy Tom Malone of Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.
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which klingons are zapped, the had side of the Foree is overcome, etc. Some are

very innovative. For example, in one outstanding game developed in the PLATO

group at Illinois hy Sharon Dugdale, children attempt to destroy intruder space

ships in a graphically defined space by writing functions for their missile's

trajectory. Even the mathematically illiterate child often learns to graph

parabolas if that is the only way to destroy three ships that aren't in a straight

line. This is masterful work, better than almost all software that will enter

schools in the next few years, and if there were better Reproaches to motivation

known, I'm sure Dugdale would use them. I think some of us have to find them.

motivational system that rests on the computer RS a fantasy world controlled bv

violence is not the thing I desire most for my children. Yet, today's efforts in

instructional game development are rtriven hv the same understanding of

motivation that drives television (parenthetically, there are games designers in

computer companies who Nave already noticed that of the two classic motivators

on TV, sex and violence, onlv one has been adequately exploited thus far. How to

use the other is left as an exercise for those of you who want really original

instructional programs).

I think we need to develop a Mallitive theory of motivation. Indeed, perhaps we

need to start thinking about the need to teach certain aspects of motivation as a

skill. A useful long-term goal 'Nr computer-based system designers might be the

design of A computer-based motivation curriculum. More generally, there is need

for substantial research (XI issues of motivation. The marketing research of

recent years has refined the art of getting someone to Day attention to a message

for 5 to 60 seconds, but we haven't done as well in the longer time spans. This is a

problem that we need to address if the full potential of computer-assisted

instruction is to he realized.

In our everyday thinking, we behave as if motivational dispositions can be taught

by a variety of mechanisms from Piano lessons to conscription into the military.

A longer-term goal for computer-based instruction is to attempt to develop

systems that increase the mental discipline of students. Presumably, the lessons
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of the behavioral researchers are a useful starting point here, too. If we make

certain types of practice experiences rewarding, through direct rewards or

through enhanced probability of success, presumably that Practice will occur more

frequently in the future. The cognitive aspect of this is that students often need

to he tam:tit what success is in certain basie skill areas. A child cannot he

motivated by success in writing essays unless he has an internal cognitive model of

what a successful esay is. It is this sort of a model, not cute bells and whistles,

that can survive the transition to a society in which the computer and its artifacts

are no longer novel nor inherently rewarding.

Controlled Instruction Vs. Learning Environments

Another area in which we can make a contribution is in design decisions having to

do with the extent to which we want to control the learner. At one extreme, we

can envision practice systems in which the computer is almost completely in

control of the child's destinywhere he can only choose hetween not interacting

with the machine at all and interacting as instructed by it. Of course, drill need

not be that way, and there are WRVS to provide cboices even in the most

constrai.,ing environments. One alternative is the LOGO environment and similar

arrangen ents, in which the stut programs his own demonstrations and

exercises. N./nen such an environment is well designed, whatever the student does

is likely to be instructive. For example, Andrea DiSessa at '11IT has designed A

system ealled Dvnaturtle, which is a LOGO environment in which there is an

object and the ability to hit the object with a specified force from a specified

direction. The object cannot be stooped, started, or moved except through

exerting force impulses on it. By the time the student has olayed with this

environment a while, he has learned a lot about mechanics. Another environment,

in which there are a variety of specific tools trie student can use, WAS

demonstrated to you today by Audrey Champagne.

I suspect that instructional designers and researchers are in a oocl position to

develop and apply principles for deciding when, how and why to constrain the

choices that are open to a student in a computer-based learning environment. The

isues here overlap those of motivation discussed above and also those of

ii
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computer literary that can he addressed by competent instructional developers

and researchers even if they are not computer wizards. They are also traditional

issues of education. Unless we do a better joh, the software hacks out there R re

going to recommit the errors of the past. Just as we've had uniformed flipflonoing

from cubicles to open classrooms and hack without reason, we'll see claims for

letting the student do his own thing alternate with calls for keeping students from

frittering away their time in games that don't directly teach, and these arguments

will have the same level of reason behind them that they have always had. We can

improve this state of affairs, and we should.

Evalust ion

The final area I will mention, albeit briefly, is evaluation. romputer-hased

instuction is inherently better evaluated, if we take advantage of the

opportunities it presents. We see !people like David Berliner having to spend

hundreds of person-hours observing students to see if they're on task or not. In

computer environments, spying on the student is easy, and thus we have ample

opportunity to find out which systems students use, how much, and, assuming

eurriculurn-emhedded testing, with what effect. Evaluation hooks should he an

automatic Dart of every commter-hased instructional system, at least at the level

of an option to record the transaction. We should he explaining to the world why

this is necessary, and we have the expertise to help in taking advantage of the

capability once it is there. (Agnin a parenthetic& note: R PASCAL, C, or LOGO

program can have this capahility added in five minutes. For a BASIC program, it

could take weeks.)

Sum mary

To summarize, I have explored the problems in developing high-quality computer-

hased learning environments, including motivation, analysis of error patterns and

providing on-the-spot conceptual assistance, man-machine interface issues,

language issues, And environmental design issues. I have conveyed A picture of A

new medium that requires many of the same sorts of research And expertise that

all other instruction requires. I have suggested that we in the instructional
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community Can provide this expertise and do the research hut that in many eases

it means that we must be scholars with enough integrity to wholly master R basic

understanding of current computer technology and the issues that drive it.

Today, schools are often buying the wrong stuff. Some will experience failure in

the computer medium faster than we can explain why they have failed, and they

will tar us with a brush that a lot of untrained entreprenuers deserve instead. We

cannot stop that completely. We can rroceed at a substantive level to seriously

attack this domain and understand it. There's an economic basis in military and

industrial training needs to support much of this work, even if we can't get enough

support from our traditional sources. The dlity is to undertake the effort

responsibly. If good computer-based instructional techniques are developed for

training assemblvline workers, clerks, programmers, pilots, and cooks, society will

see that the techniques are also used in schools. Mir task, however we attack it,

is to do our work with craftsmanship, integrity, and an eve toward generahtv.
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An Introduction to

"Programmatic R&D, Educational Technology,
and Cooperative School Improvement"

Three seminar themes are highlighted in "Programmatic R&D, Educational

Technology, and Cooperative School Improvement," hv Richard Schutz, executive

director of SWRL Educational Research and Development, Los Alamitos, Calif.

Through their programmatic r&d, the CEDaR-memher institutions have develop&

the capahility for forwarding educational technolorN and school improvement if

they choose to take on these tasks, according to Schutz.

He suggests the CEDaR-member institutions comhine their expertise and explore

the instructional applications of various kinds of technology. These, Schutz

divides into three categories: low technology equipment, such as hand-held

calculators; medium-technologv equipment, including the microcomputer; and

high-technology devices, such as communication satellites and caNe television.

The first category includes devices which are readily available and underutilized

although they have great promise as instructional tools.

Schutz cautions, however, against the injudicious application of technological

solutions to schools' instructional and administrative prohlems. These solutions

may be expensive and constitute inappropriate uses of the technological devices.

Reinforcing comments raised in other seminar papers and by participants, Schutz

CRUtiCrls that technological devices have no justification apart from the specific

purposes they serve, such as increasing students' learning and promoting school

improvement.
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Programmatic R&D, Educational Teem logy,
and Cooperative Schwa' Improvement

Richard E. Schutz

SWRI, Educational Research and Development

My qualifications for speaking to this topic derive from experiences as a

participant observer in the longitudinal ethnographic study called lahs and

centers. in this capacity I have had an opportunity to interact with various

aspects of educational technology on a long-term, sustained hasis. One of the

features of a long-term ethnographic study is a feeling of deja vu, in situations

that to others are exciting first time experiences. General interest in educational

technology goes up and down like a roller coaster. The ride is now on the way Ito,

and there Are new passengers aboard the roller coaster. So first, P11 describe the

frustrations and celebrations involved in riding the roller coaster of educational

technology for at least one full ride. Second, r11 enumerate some reasons why the

present time appears propitious for rEDaR institutions to become more strongly

identified with educational technology matters. Third, ru sketch some images of

the kinds of contributions that cEDaR institutions are uniquely qualified to make

relative to educational technology.

rye titled the presentation "Programmatic R&D, Educational Technology, and

Cooperative School Improvement" for two reasons. First, this is a CEDaR

semirer. CEDaR was established and functions to promote programmatic r&d:

sequentially planned, sustained, and cumulative institutional-based reel in

educaticp. The seminar is being held specifically to forward the CEDaR

Ccooerative School Improvement program, a CEDaR initiative to ensure that the

benefits of programmatic r&d actually and really come to have an important

impact on school practice (Schneider, 1979). rm convinced that educational

technology, programmatic r&d, and cooperative school improvement can and must

interact svmhiotically and that CEDaR provides the structural mechanism for

nurturing the svmhicsis. So the first reason for the title rethtes to CEDaR.

40
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The second reason relates to me. I happen to have a real personal weakness for

equipment. I excuse this pro-technologv bias as a part of my American

uphringingsocietv makes me do it. But for whatever reason, I tilt toward heing R

technology enthusiast. I like low-tech gadgets, intermediate-tech devices, high-

tech systems, and all forms of equipment in hetween. To keel) this huilt-in bias

from running away, it helps to keep it in between the rock of programmatic r&d

on one side and the hard place of cooperative school improvement on the other

side. Considering educational technology as a means rather than an endF1 verb

rather that a nounis healthy for everyone. From at least the time of Thomas

Edison, each new eonfiguration of infermation processing equipment has repeated

the same edueation history. Still photography, motion pictures, radio, television,

eomputers, and microelectronic equipment have all followed a common route.

First, the equipment is hailed as having "vast potential" for education. The

potential is so great that it will he a "technological revolution"a new world of

education is right around the corner. The press, the puhlic, and the education

profession enthusiastically look forward to the better educational world that is

just Ahead.

At the time the "technological revolution" is hailed (or re-hailed), it is recognized

that some minor work has yet to he done to harness the potential of the equipment

systems in education. That is, the equipment was not derived in an education

environment. The origins of the equipment are always in R husine, industry,

home appliance, military, and/or amusement contextnever in education.

However, cbg-and-ponv demonstrations of the new equipment that look

educational Are easily contrived or imagined for initial marketing purposes. These

demonstrations Rre enough for a sales force to hegin selling. Concurrently, the

dog and pony configurations are enough to permit the equipment to he tested

seriously in R few school locations. Since the 1950's, it has heen the practice of

the federal government to take the initiative in planning, fielding, and financing

the early testing of new equipment in education. The current request for

proposals involving the videodisc illustrates the tradition:

o The development of the videodisc and its potential for interactive

use with the microcomputer presents a new technology with 1/RSt

IrnoliCRtions for the improvement of teaching of flasie skills at

t;
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the elementary level.

o (The Department of Education) has acquired 46 videotapes in

mathematics and music. Other discs are anticipated in the area

of reading.

o ED anticipates awarding a 24-month contract for the coordination

and evaluation of interactive videodisc and microcomputer

technology for teaching basic skills.

The favorable publicity that surrounds such testing aids sales. All participants in

the test have strong motivation to make the demonstration look good. No project

officer or school siverintendent can afford to admit to any deficiencythe

repercussions that would come from admitting to foisting a dumh idea off on kids

and teachers are top severe to permit anything but good news to surface. To keep

up with this good news, school people totally removed from the "test" widely

report that they are "using the technology" in their local situation. Which school

officials want to admit that they and their colleagues are professionally and

technologically backward, particularly since the equipment at issue is galloping

along with clear benefits in non-education sectors.

The demonstration test ends without fanfare. (By this time the attention of the

"revolution" has moved to another new configuration with "vast potential.")

Schools proceed to integrate the equipment into their operations as feasible and

reasonable, hut this is not "news." The "news" at any suhsequent time deals not

with the equipment system hut with the failure of schools. Extra! Extra!

Teachers and principals are resistant to change. Extra! Extra' Equipment with

vast potential sits on the shelf much of the time. Extra' Extra! Schools are

decades behind the technology of other sectors, due to the inexcusable

deficiencies of school officials. In short, the school community is regularly abused

by a technological revolution that is always about to happen hut that never does

happen.

t-
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In any sector of human life other than education this series of events would he

viewed as A hoax. If such it is, certainly the school community least deserves

condemnation for perpetrating the SCAM. However, so long as the cycle is

repeated, the school community specifically and education interests generally will

lose every time.

ohn Gardner has stated the Point more hroadlv:

"The roller eoaster of aspiratim and disillusionment is amusing to
the extreme conservative who thought the aspirations were silly in
the first plaee. It gives satisfaction to the left-wine: nihilist, who
thinks the whole system should he hrought down. It is a gold mine
for mountebanks willing to promise anything And exploit any
emotion. Rut it is R devastating whipsaw for serious and responsihle
leaders"

Gardner wrote this in 1968. In the subsequent years the extreme conservatives,

the left-wing nihilists, and the unscrupulous mountehanks have An made notaNe

Advances in the educational technology revolution. Rut these are the had guys in

the eduentional technology revolution. I'm with the ood guys.

Is there hetter way for the good guys? One would he hard pressed to find a

worse way, hut indeed there is A better way. it hegins in programmatic rerd and it

leAds to cooperative school improvement. Just as some people are surprised to

learn that they sneak Prose, some CEDaR institutions ITIFW he surprised to learn

that they are kev elements in the technological revolution in education. Yet our

institutions have heen, Are now, and I hope in the future will he, just that.

This aspect of CEDAR hFis received little publicity. But educational technology

has heen alive and well and living in labs and centers throughout our history. Not

every CEDaR institution has shared the concern to the same degreewe minimize

overlap Find duplication. And the emphasis in each of our institutions has shifted

with the timeswe keep at the forefront RS it advances. This is not the place for
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a general history of the educational technology efforts of CFDaR institutions. It

will he sufficient for my purpe6e to carve out a very narrow slice of that history

as retrospeetive for the prospective view of the seminar.

Although it is common in education parlance to equate technology with devices,

this usage is a corruption that forwards the interests of the had guys rather than

the good guys. Standard scholarship considers the term technology RS "a set of

techniques that will generally lead to a predictable outcome under snecified

circumstances" (Nelson, Peck, and Kalachek, 1967). These techniques will often

include devices to good effect, hut the point is that devices have no justification

apart from the specific purposes they serve. Technology is not a device looking

for a justification. It serves us; not viee versa.

O.K. Let's go back to 1966. Then, RS now, regional labs were to meet regional

r6fd needs using regional resourees. A SWRL regional needs survey indicates Fl

ood match: teachers need accurate information about the instructional status of

their students. r,all it computer-managed instruction. It's not clear to me

whether LRDC or SWRL should he credited for coining the slogan, "computer-

managed instruction." I think we did, hut rd he happy to give Pitt the credit.

Either way, it was a lab-center invention that moved beyond the computer-

assisted instruction that relied on Skinner's "teaching machine" logic.

Six:plying teachers with accurate information about the instructional status of

their students Was imhalaneed. It left out school administrators. What do school

administrators find most important? Their budgets. Fine. What do they need

help with? Budget planning. Oreat. We'll do that toocomputer-assisted

budgeting. (You can thank SWRL for both inventing and killing that slogan.) So

these two simple technological initiatives were nut together to form oneof four-

-SWRL program priorities.

Priorities are one thing. Doing something about them is another thing. Where to

start? Then as now, the military Was in the vanguard of electronic information
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DroCesging. System Development rorporation, a regional resource, had led the

way in this advance. SDC will work with SWRL to adapt their technology for

purposes of computer-managed instruction and computer-assisted budgeting.

SWRL will then Proceed to make the technology available to schools generally,

first within the SWRL region and then through other laboratories in other regions

nationally.

How do we make regular information available to teachers about the instructional

status of their students? Well, the commter can store and report this information

without difficulty. The trick is how to get the source data into the computer.

O.K., we'll put a teletype machine and an operator in a classroom in each of two

schools. This will permit us to give a few teachers virtually immediate turn-

around information and other teachers the same kind of information on an over-

night er weekly basis. We will work at a single grade but in two suhjects, math

and reading.

What did we find out? Well, no matter how fast the turn-around, the -eaction

from the teachers was the same: "1 already knew that." Observational data

indicated that this was not really sothe teachers didn't know, hut that WAS

irrelevant. The reaction to the information we were giving them was much the

same AS that to the answers in a self-instructional text. When you see the answer,

there is a strong tendency to believe that you already knew the information

irrespective of whether or not you actually did.

We learned in about 15 days what others have failed to learn in 15 years. The

aspiration of fc :ing the aim of computer-managed instruction to assist teachers

is misguided. Teachers de know how their students are doing; what they lack is a

means of communicating their information to others in a credible and creditable

form. We could help them do that (we and our computers), but there WAS still the

"simple" matter of how to get the source data from the schools into the computer.

well, the teletype WAS A more complex data entry device than was required. A
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simple scanner was all we really nesAedsomething that would feed one sheet of

8-1/2" x 11" paper through A device to be read optically and transferred hy

telephone to the computer. We (lesigned the simnle machine, out the specs out to

hid and found a qualified firm willing to build 30 of the machines at $500 each

$1.5,000; a 1..,mina1 expenditure. We had the money in our budget, hut the

boilerplate provisions of our contract required suheontract approval from OE.

Here we got a lesson in the sociology and politics of educational technology. In

the course of ohtaining suboo lt approval, R junior OE bureaucrat made a

Policy decision for the federal government: Educational latxs should not he

involved with hardwarehardware is foe engineers, not educators. By the time we

got the subcontract untangled R Year later the price had goile from $500 to $750

each, so the deal fell through. However, we had found another firm that was

willing to do the construction with their money rather than ours. That WRS the

good news. The ht. lews was that this increased the price to $1,000 and took two

years.

We got two or three devices that allowed us to ptirsue our investigation hut quite

naturally, the firm that we were w..wking with also wanted a marketwhich we

were in no position to deliver. Scanners weren't a hig seller in education at the

time. So they put R f ew more hells and whistles on their machine, turned it into A

hard-wire rather than telephone-remote device, and sold a number of thP devices

to a large Japanese industrial firm for $3,500 each. The price RIO function of the

machine were both now out-of-range for us, and we had inadvertently helped

American industry help Japanese industry rather than providing Anv immediate

help to American education.

Ry this time, we were up to 1972 and had established communication with the too

management of A large firm in conneon with their nuhlishing some of the

instructional products 'hat we had OE veloped. From 1972-1975 this fi r m had

team of 5-10 engineers and support staff working at SWRL and at other locations

specifically on our interpretation of computer-managed instruction $300-5001( of

tneir money anuallv. They found that their copier 7ould, with slight adaptation,

also perform R scanning function, hut there remained the little prol)lem of how to

enter the coded identification of individual students, teachers, schools, and
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districts in machine-readable form. That sounds simole until you try to do it. We

tried everything from credit card devices to drill presses and never reall- worked

out the Problem between 1 972 and .975. Then the financial bottom fell out from

under the firm in a downturn of their industry, and they abruptlyat least for us it

WRS ahruptahandoned the activity with us.

In the interim, however, our Japanese-supplier firm had been overtaken and

purchRsed hv a firm called National Computer Systems. NCS equipment in the

late 191-'s became the standard in the kind of scanning we were interested in.

nst al' zei their equipment widely enough around the country so that source

data entry WAS no longer a technical ohstacle.

Rack at the S'SRL ranch, while all of this device-centered activity was going on

we had concurrently heen working steadily over the years on the form and

substance of information that teachers, students, Parents, prineicials, and district

administrators would all find useahle and useful. That also sounds easy until you

try to do it. Because the story is a good deal more complicated than the

equipment story, I won't even get into it here beyond saving that we did it.

Fifteen years from the time we started we had the technology well in hand to

provide credible and creditable information ahout the instructional

acromplishments of students and schools. When you get the technology worked

out, it's mple and eheapfrom $.50 to $2 per student per year from economy to

deluxe. Roth the computer and management receded to the background as the

technology evolved. Rut without the configuration known RS the computer and the

construct know as management, the technology would not have heen realized.

The rEt)aR roonerative School Improvement program is currently implementing

the technology I've described in several locations; including all elementary

stud-ints in two great-urhan-city school districts. The technological

accomolishment is not simply an RND stunt. It provides the professional

foundation for making quality education in American elementary schools an
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operational reality rather than a rhetorical aspiration. The slogan "computer-

managed instruction" was lost in the process. (It was succeeded by the descriptor

"instructional accomplishment information", IA11. But the point WaS al Ways to

promote education, not a slogan.

What happened to computer-assisted budgeting? It was a good slogan, but it WRS a

had idea, and we aborted it as quickly as we eould do so without embarrassment.

It took us only a couple of years to learn that although school districts give a good

deal of prominence to their hudget, school superintendents can, if nece%arv, keen

track of their budget on the back of an envelooe. The budget is just as important

to the ehief executive offiesrs of a school district as the hudget is to the chief

executive officers of a corporation; and the dollars involved are often ,dst RS

large$1.8 hillion for a district like Los Angeles. But in any school district, large

or small, the hudget is R forum for the resolution of political and soma] matters

that a re far removed from comPuter assistance. The complieations are oolitieal

and soeial not rnancial. We learned a lot ahout the enterprise of schooling and

about how rNd can assist and abuse school administrators. Rut we found that

computer-assisted budgeting was an expends )1e technology despite its initial

promise.

N1isanthropes, mountehanks, and nihilists wili find it easy to dismiss these

experienees with the comouter in instrurtion and administration. Efforts to

diminish, victimize, and destroy public education move along with or without

technology. Rut the concern of the opponents of public education is not school

improvement. Ours is.

I can generalize the conclusions that are supported hv the particulars I've been

descrihing by referring to a book that was important in halting the excesses of

en t husi a sm for computers that built up in the 1960's (Oettinger, 1969). This hook

derived from the Harvard Program on Technology and Society, a multi-disciplinary

effort ..onducted from 1964-1%9 under a large grant from IBM. The publications

assomated with this effort are all well worth resding. They give credence my

rule of thumb: Never trust wr ting on educational technology under ten years
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old. 'Ouch of Oettinger's persoeetive was then and is now faulty, hut some parts

were then and are now altogether sound.

In the final chanter Dettinger asks the question, "How are thP necearv resources

to he allocated for economically efficient progress" in education.' His answer is in

five points:

I. If we want efficiency, we must support promising ideas longer

than either Private or government programs now permit.

Developing new Processes and cievices from prototype to

production model is hoth time-consuming and risky.

If we want efficiency, we must support risk-taking and cushion

fii ilure:

The road to wisdom?Well, iUs plain and simple to express:

Err
Arlri err
rInd err again
hut less
And less
and less.

3. If we want efficiency, then risks, resourees, and

resnonsihilities, the 3 R's of educational technolog,v, must he

shnred hy All partners in the educational enterprise.

We have seen how hopeless advance hv one partner is without

advance by others.

4. If we want efficiency, we must chart our course hv human

judgment, not exclusively hv formula.

Forcincr scientific technique hevond its limits is scientism, not

science; ohscurnntism, not rationRlity.
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5. If we want efficiency, we must follow in depth with a small

number of diverse alternatives.

The present shotgun approach has heen exhausted; it has few

achievements to its credit.

Those five points are a good part of the foundational principles of Programmatic

r&d. Oettinger didn't really follow his own counsel, and it was generally ignored

hy others. However, it was then and is now sound counsel.

So mueh for the past. Let's move on to the present. What is there about the

present situation to make this a propitious time for rEDaR to give greater

concern to matters of educational technology9 Most people would SAN/ thRt it's the

present state of the art of information processing equipment. I helieve this is a

very faulty perspective. With a few notable exceptions which I'll get to later,

none of the present equipment systems has any merits that are not now heine

well-exploited by schools. Additional CEDaR effort to promote the purchase of

this equipment now cc in the immediate future would he doing schools a disservice

rather than assisting them. Throwing devices at schools is no more justified than

throwing dollars or scholars at them. Devices, like dollars and scholars, have A

necessary and justifiable role in education; but as means rather than ends for

education improvement.

The advocacy of an educational technology initiative at this time can reasonahlv

rely on systematic conditions now prevailing in the educational system, in the

general public mood, and in CEDaR insitutions. Let's briefly consider each of

these conditions.

Tom Green (1980) has given us the information necessary to counter those who

contend that the educational system is either an unfounded fiction or an

unfathomable endeavoranything' hut a Predictable phenomenon. Green's book

)
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warrants more attention than I can give it here. However, a point that Green

makes in oa%ing is highly germane to our seminar. Green notes that the motives

or incentives related to technology operate differently in education than in other

sectors. The education system is not the industrial system. Efforts to treat the

education system RS if it were an industrial system are nonular, hut they have no

more chance of success than the less popular efforts to treat industry RS if it were

education.

In education, Rs in industry, growth and success are key considerations. However,

in the education system, there are several routes to growth and success. The

increase in efficiency associated with technology does not have the dominance it

eniovs in the industrial system. Green identifies several other modes of growth of

the educational system (p.10).

1. Increasing the grades in the system or the number of students

in the grades (e.g., "Education for All American Youth").

2. Increasing the rate of Attendance and survival (e.g., reducing

the "droupout Prohlem").

3. Adding levels at the top or bottom (e.g., preschool, life-long

learning).

4. Horizontal expansion hv pickin g. up new functions (e.g., school

lunch program, guidance and counseling, career education).

Differentiation of programs or institutions (e.g.,

individualization, magnet schools, Aptitude-treatment

interacti on).

Extending the school venr or school day (e.g., year-round

schools, day care programs).

Increasing staff independently of anything else (e.g., reduction

of r1RS.: Stzel.
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Where does technology come in? A poor 8th. Attempting to do more in the same

time or the same in less time is feasible in the education system only under

special circumstancesonly when things are not going wellmeaning that none of

the other systems' sucee% modes are working.

Under conditions of increasing financial resources, RII of the other seven modes of

growth are more attractive than technology. But we are no longer in an era of

increasing resources; we're in Rn ern of limits. In an era of limits, when faced

with static or declining resources, then and only then will the education system

"rank an increase in efficiency as more desirahle than A decrease in

differentiation. That is to say, instead of reducing the number of its programs by

eonsolidation, the system will seek to maintain them with diminished resources"

(p.l7).

bit present time, conditions internal RS well as external to the education system

provide a favorable climate of incentives for dealing with matters of educational

technology. Motivation alone is not enough. Rut if the choice is incentives or

non-incentives, choose incentives.

Green makes another important point. If there is to he R continuing general

societal market for any technology, that technology must he used. If its use

requires the exercise of new and specialized skills, then these skills will have to he

acquired and widely shared within the population or there will he no market for

the technology. (In a society where people lack the skill for reading time, there is

linlikely to he a large market for clocks and watches.)

The history of every new technology victorious in the market is the,
history of the downward drift in the social acquisition of its
Principles and the skills of its applications. The first computer
programmers were the inventors and creators of the hardware. They
were persons highly trained in mathematics and engineering. The
next generation of programmers were douhtless possessed of training
almckst as advanced. But surely, the third generation were tmight
the art of programming without either prior training in advanced
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mathematics or engineering or in programs of the system designed
to produce programming skills. They were trained either by the
agencies who marketed the hardware or by those who wished to use
it. They could not have been trained by the system because in the
beginning of any new technology, there never are such programs in
the system. But as the principles of the technology hecome better
and more widely understood and as the required skills hecome more
clearly identified, programs will develop first at the advanced levels
of college and then will extend into the secondary and even
elementary schools. In 1840 there was only one textbook in calculus
RvEt ilahle in the United States, and it was used at advanced graduate
levels of the system. Now there are 150, and the topic is taught in
many high schools.

In short, if X is a technical capacity desired for the technological
market, then that capacity will be sought first at a relatively high
level of the system and then at succesively lower levels. The path in
the social acquisition of such technical skills is downward, and
moreover, it is downward, eventually, within the system. Their
social acquisition does not require the existence of the educational
system. There are methods of accomplishing the same result hy
extending indenture, apprenticeship, or home study. But if the
system is available, it will be used. And it is likely to he used,
hecause it is the most efficient solution to the prohlem of creating
And sustaininiz the market for any technology (o.56-57.

Turning to conditions Rofirt from the education system, it is easy to interpret the

present ouhlic mood RS "anti-education," the fact that acknowledgement of the

era of limits hit the federal government like a ton of bricks is not making life

simple for anyone in education these days. But that's a description, not R

complaint. Educational technology is more appealing in an era of limits than in an

era of growth. Soundly justified r&d is a tried-and true route to increasing

productivity, eliminating waste, inefficiency, and for accomplishing other aims

which the present Administration has a strong mandate from the American ouhlic

to make hapoen.

Turning to C'EDRR institutions, we now have resident within our institutions the

core capahility necessary to justify R technolozical initiative in education. Rey to

this capahility is our expertise in such matters as program implementation, the

dynamics of schoolinginstructionally and administrativelyand our working

understanding of the economics, politics, sociology, and psychology of the

education system. It is ignorance And incapacity in these areas that has thwarted
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educational technology initiatives in the past. Certainly, we don't know all that

we need to know, we don't know how to do all that we'd like to do, and we would

never contend that we could or should even try to carry off any endeavor

technological or otherwisesingle handedly. However, the puhlic investment in

CEDaR institutions over the years has now created a resource of unrivaled

expertise for forwarding educational technology. The resource is impressive and

it would he foolish for usof all peopleto ignore it.

What sorts of things can we do" That will take a good deal more deliheration

among all of us and that's why we're here. I know CEDaR well enough to

recognize that anything that any of us suggests is categorically rejected hv mast

of the rest ot the group as the initial response. Sorting out the cans-can'ts, tis-

taints, and shoulds-shouldn'ts takes some work. But in that spirit let me suggest a

few leads associated with low-tech, intermediate-tech, And high-tech equipment

systems,

Low-tech equipment is given very little attention hv ed tech revolutionaries, hut

it seems to me that these equipment systems have the best immediate Potential

for schools. Of the equipment systems that happen to be underutilized in school

instruction at the Present time, the hand-held calculator has to head the list.

Hand-held calculators are now so cheap that cost is almost inconsequential. As an

instructional Ride for quantitative Prohlem solving, one could ask for no hetter.

Calculator-based instruction is less glamorous than computer-based instruction,

hut it's Fi good deal more feasible.

If the calculator is too modest a device base, then let's open it up further to the

full alpha-numeric keyboard. Here, we would have to hang on more electronics

than can he held in one hand, but not a lot more, if it were done thomhtfully. And

that would open up the endeavor to verhal as well /IS quantitative problem solving.

complementing our low-tech equipment for alpha-numeric information processing

is the cassette recorder. This opens up language and other forms of Audio storage

f],
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and retrieval.

With this cheap set of equipment there is very little in instruction that can he

done hetter hv a higher-teeh equipment system. Moreover, the configuration

7ives us a solid base for teaching about technology RS well as about science in our

schools. If we think seience teaehing is weak, we know that teehnologv teaching

is virtually non-existent in our schools outside of college-level schools of

engineering. One could make a good argument that learning technology is more

important for elementary and secondary students today than learning scient-!e, but

there is no reason why we ean't teach both technology and science.

At an intermediate-tech equipment level, the videotape recorder and the

mieroeomouter certainly warrant attention. It will take a few years for the cost

of this equipment to come down to the level of sehool feasibility. However, that

will harren as fast AS our programmatic rNd to justify the equipment f or school

improvement purpekses can expect to progress.

\ t o hirrh-teeh equipment level, I can't get particularly excited. Communieation

satellites, cable TV, and large-scale-high-speed proceors are glamorous, hut they

have real defieieneies in educe' ,n. The liabilities relate to matters or

seheduling, student interactir flexihility, and over-powering equipment capacity

of the funetions provided Cs the "big stuff" that excites engineers and the

press. And it may he that someone else can set forth a more attractive argument

for the Potential of the high-tech equipment than I can. Ir so, happily join the

Justifieation. Until then, I'll continue to hold that the emphasis on high-

technolop-v in education is misplaced.

Finally, FJ fourth lead warrants eonsideration. Irrespective of what CEDAR does in

the area of educational teehnologrv, the misanthropes, mountebanks, and nihilists

can he counted upon to remain active in the area. The school community is not

currently well equipped to deal with these had guys. roping responsibly with this

situation requires a resource more suhstantial than a clearinghouse function. It
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requires the kind of overall coordination of expertise that the CEDaR rentral

Office does so very well to provide a trusted communication mechanism that

other parts of the education eommunitv can draw upon. Providing this service

would be a worthy contribution.

There may well he other leads that are more attractive than these. The potentials

rve set forth are ideas at this point and ideas are cheap. I believe they support

the conjecture that future attention to educational technology will henefit

CE Da R's commitment to programmatic r&d and school imnroyement, hut I don't

place much more stock in them than that.

There is no ouestion that the endeavors of peogrammatic RND and sehool

improvement ean Proceed successful without increased attention to educational

technology. Neither is there any question that the promotion of educational

teehnologv will proceed with or without CEDAR. I helieve the hehayior of the had

guys is predietablethey'll continue to do what they've been doing. The hright

Drormse is with the good guys. rm with them.

c,,
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An Introtluetion to

Multiple Visions for School Use of Technology,

A Dane] of experts in technology and instruction shored with seminor participants

their reactions to many of the issues discussed in the poPers contained in this

volume and roised during the course of the meeting. The porters comments and

suggestions are highlighted in this section of the volume, Multiple Visions for

School Use of Technology.

All the panel memhers commented on the education community's ohility to design

effective technologv-hased learning environments, although their Assessment of

that capohility differed. All made recommendations concerning an oppropriate

role for educational research and development in the technology movement. They

made specific recommendations Rhout technology-related resenrch issues as well

as practical suggestions about the services rNd organizotions can provide to

schools immediotelv.

The panel memhers were Dexter Fletcher from the Army Research Institute;

Joseph Lipson of t he Nationol Science Foundation; and Rohert Seidel of If UMRRO.

58
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Multiple Visions for Sehoo' Use of Technology

Joseph Limon, National Science Foundation

-nsenh Linclon, special assistant to the imistant director of the National Seienet

Foundation's Seience and Education Division, touched on the following areas in

remarks: effective learning environments using computers; school organization

and technology; technology's future; and technology resources.

Effeetive Learning Envirnnmenb Using Computes:

o We should not design computer-hasel learning environments that do not

allow for human interaction, except as a form of homework. That is,

there is a kind of homework that can he done on computers. Except for

that amlication, we should he thinking of using the stimulus of the

display screen, computer, and videodisc as a stimulus for human

conversation.

o We need a great deal more attention to the emctional factors that

attend learning, whether we have computers or not.

o We need to pay more attention to how we can present knowledge so that

it can he grasped hv R student who doesrot already know it.

o We need to pay attention to v hat we ask the student to do. We have

often seemed to have the idea that the mere presentation of information

was edueational, an incorrect assumption.

o We need a great deal more attention to the social faetors of the learning

situation because the simple argument is that R lot of what we do is

determined hy our perception of what other neonle exnect of us. This

network of Social interaction is important in determining students'

hehavio".
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School Organization and Technology

O Schools are stable, long-lived organizational systems that were designed

for the technology of the classroom, the texthook, the homework

assignment, and the blackboard.

O Because they're stable, because they were designed for an alternative

technology, the existing technology, any departure from equilibrium

tends to generate forees to hring It hack to equilibrium. So it is not

surprising that it is difficult to introduce a new technology. Every

organization that survives, evolves a system for helning People he

Productive with its dominant technology and sehools do that. The

organizational structure helps teachers to he productive with the

classroom, the textbook, etc. Now, if we want people to he productive

with this new technology, which is quite different, we'd hetter give a hit

of thought to changing the organizational structure to help them to do

that.

Technology's Future

o Technology will first penetrat the military and industry because they

have such n tremendous economic incentive for cost effeetiveness in

training. Then technology will enter the "how-to" markethow to care

for your baby, how to repair electrical wiring. Finally, it will hegin to

he put to the service ot the handicapped and the affluent will tend to

acquire these deviees for their children.

o There is a social indicator, a distant early warning, that affluent well-

educated Parents may null their children out of school and edueate them

at home or send them to private school. The technology

accelerate this.

o In the past, schools have tended to rely on words and svmhols because

they were cheap and powerful. When we finally had to tench people



procedural knowledgeknowing how versus knowing whatwe tended to

take students out of the formal claroom and out them either in the

lahoratorv, the apprenticeship system, or the field. These Are what I

call "high information" environments as opposed to the low information

environment of the texthook. The promise is that with the computer and

videodisc, we ean begin to out procedural knowledge into the formal

currietilum.

o Voice recognition. We'll have voice recoomition sooner than we think.

1 985 is the date I've heen reading.

o One of the questions we have to face is whether we will evolve into a

kind of symbiotic relationship with computers or whether we will
become the pets of computers.

T ertnol og7 R esources

o "Acceleration of Evolution" hv John Black, in The Futurist, February
1981, suggests that the impact of technolorry is going to accelerate at
such a rate that it's almost impossihle to predict what the future will he
like.

o Today and Tomorrow in America hi., Martin Maver;

o "What Makes Comrxiter names Fun, What Makes Things Interesting", hV
Tom Malone, Xerox Palo Nlto Research renter;

o Bearings from the House Subcommittee on Science, Researeh anri
Teehnology; and

o The Micromillenium hv Christopher Evans.
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Multiple Visicas for School Use of Technology

Dexter Fletcher, Army Research Institute

In his remarks, Dexter Fletcher, coordinator of Tri-Service Training Development

at the Army Research Institute, focused on: Parallels hetween military and school

use of technology; technology research and development; and learning

environments and technology.

Parallels Between Military and School Use of Technology

o In the military You find a great deal of interest in technology at

the level of the chief of naval operations or the chief of staff of

the army. At this level technology is conceived of as one way to

reduce the cost of what in fiscal year 1982 will he a $10 hillion

investment in special schooling. However, if you go lower in the

ranks, you find there are no incentives for the local commander

to use technology. He is there to make himself and his command

look good. Ile's not going to introduce any innovations that may

fail. In the services, then, there are incentive problems in

introducing technology just as there are in public schools.

o Educators Point to declining SAT scores over the last few years

hut this decline has occurred when the proportion of the gross

national product directed to education has douhled. That

invest ment has been in traditional technologvlectures, standard

school room practices. It may he that we have reached the limits

of the technology we currently have. If we're going to increase

schools' productivity, then perhaps we should make an attempt to

make uce of the new technology.

o Neither the services nor puhlie education has been very good at

-:elling technolorv. We don't talk to People who are concerned

ahout national priorities. They are people who have a lot of other
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concerns about what we're doing in education. There's a need to

addre the henefits of the investment in r&d and in technology in

terms they want to hear.

Technology Research and Development

o There is nothing inherent in the device or technology, such as the

videodisc, microprocessor, touch tone phone, or hook, that brings

ahout R revolution. It is, instead, the device's functionalityhow

you use it. Videodisc, for example, in itself is not very

interesting. When you use it for something like surrogate travel

or interactive movies, it becomes very interesting.

o Simply looking at the world and seeing microcomputers, and

predicting a revolution is not sufficient. We in educational

research and development need to employ the new technology and

begin to work on its functionality but thet functionality will not

flow hv any PAW or immediately ohvious means.

o The high verbal ahility of people in edlication has long been noted

as well RS their low quantitiative ahilitv. If we are to mse the new

technology, that's got to change.

Effective Learning Environments Using Teehnologv

o We need to escape from the Passive inforrnntion technology

metaphorthe passive business information metaphorfis A

metaphor for instruction. In fact, that's not what harmens in

instruction nor is it what occurs in cornmuniention. We tend to

pass highly selective cues. These are matched by an ongoing

sensory simulation by the receiver. IVs a very active process as is

learning. What that says is that we can't just take information

and pass it out to students through channels. We need to create

an environment in which they learn.
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o Technology can provide a learning environment rather than

merely providing information. A simulated real world

environment is one example of what technology can provide.

o As educational researchers and cievelopers, we need to he ahle to

sustain rNd efforts aimed at designing technology-hased learning

environments over a long period of time. We need to have the

f reedom to tinker, experiment. I don't know where we're going to

find those environments, hut Pd make a prediction that they're

Prohahly going to come from private education. Unless puhlic

education catches up the real payoff for technology will he in

private educa ion.
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Multiple Visions for School Use of Teehnologv

Rohert Sdel, IIUMRRO

In his comments, Robert Seidel, vice president and director of HUMRRO's

Eastern Division, hie.igtited the following areas: r&d supoort for schools'

technology needs; and school structure and teehnologry.

R&D Support for Schools' Technology Needs

o One of the most important serviees the rAtil community earl

Provide is to help teaehers learn how to use eomputers, learn

what they're all about, what computers mean to them, their

students, their administrators, and how they might implement

them in their classrooms. In other words, provide an awarenesS

Program to huild teacher Mersey at the preserviee and inservice

levels.

o The importance of this kind of assistance is illustrated hv a drill

and prnctiee program in New York city WAS highly suceessful

during the first year. In the second year, everthing stopped. One

of the real prohlems was that there was no Preparation or

eontinuitv of tht. roles in which teachers and administrators

interacted with the comouters.

o The key to working with sehools as they implement technology is

strong Preparation hacked up hv an appropriate hureauerney. We

were recently involved in a project with four sch3olsthree

nuhlic and one private. Two were inner city puhlic s s'-aols; one

was a middle class public school; and the private school drew

students from all over the city. During the eourse of the Project

we provided training for the teachers and orientation for the

Principals and the students. We followed an entire program to

develop A strong, implementing environment. A veer after the

projert was over (HUMRRO played A turnkey, management role),

I 0
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we eheeked hack. The private school was selling time on the time

sharing system. They were increasing the numher of students and

the numher of suhieets on the computer. In one of the public.

schools they were tying to serape together enough money to pay

the maintenance for the equipment.

o The point is, it takes strong preparation and it takes an

appropriate bureaucracy for teehnology to work in A school. An

appropriate hureaucracy is almost like appropriate technology.

Small is beautifffi.

School Structure and Technology

o In addition to helping sehool peoole implement technologv, we

need to create a social support system for technology. For that

we need R lean bureaucracy or we're not going to have technology

in puhlie education and, quite Possibly, we're not going to have

public education either.

O We currently have a group model of instruction in pohlie schools

that's lahor intensive. There are A specified numher of days of

Instruction and grades and grade levels. If you look at the use of

eomputerized high-teehnologv, you've g,ot a model of instruction

that's competency-based. The administration is functionally

related to management and it is capital rather than labor

intensive. To me this reinforees what Joe Lipson said earlier,

You're going to have home and private school use of computers

and rxiblie schools mav suffer irreoarahle damage.

0 we can design effective learning environments now. Mayhe they ,
won't he totally eomouterized. But it nevertheless is the case

where you have clear instances of effective learning

environments that utilize teehnology.


